Echo 360 Explained
Watch this video to see how Echo SafeCapture HD works

Transcript

00:02 The classroom of the future isn’t a classroom.
00:08 Imagine if Educators were able to deliver blended learning
00:11 to students any time anywhere
00:14 That’s what Echo 360 does
00:16 Here’s how it works
00:18 When Dr. Bihari starts her Biology class
00:21 Echo 360 begins recording
00:23 That’s because Echo 360 has been pre scheduled to capture her courses for the entire term
00:27 we capture her voice, face, gestures, power point, white board videos
00:32 websites everything she uses for teaching
00:37 Echo 360 automatically uploads, formats, and publishes
00:39 Dr Bihari’s presentation making it immediately available
00:43 for online view through either our EchoCenter Portal or other
00:46 platform systems
00:49 the next day Dr Bihari receives emails from
00:51 her students with questions about the material
00:53 So she creates an additional tutorial on her laptop
00:56 It automatically uploads to our system
00:59 processes and is immediately delivered to her students
01:00 Dr Bihari doesn’t fuss with complicated technology
01:05 because we do everything for her
01:08 We make sure her teaching is always accessible to her
01:10 students whether they use PCs iPads Androids iphones
01:15 or virtually any gadget
01:17 this is true for all the professors at her university
01:19 whether it’s a single classroom multiple classes
01:22 or thousands of students scattered across the globe
01:24 Echo 360 reliably and affordably delivers
01:28 the blended learning environment to all of them
01:30 and because our hands free system is easy
01:32 to scale out technology grows with your changing needs trust Echo 360
01:35 to liberate the lecture from the classroom
01:40 getting your teaching to your learners
01:42 wherever and whenever they need it
01:43 Echo 360 the #1 blended learning
01:46 and lecture capture solution
01:48 [ends]